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Objective: The aim of this study was to learn about community members’ definitions and types of harm from medical mistakes.

Methods: Mixed methods study using community-based participatory research (CBPR). The High Plains Research Network (HPRN) with its Community Advisory Council (CAC) designed and distributed an anonymous survey through local community newspapers. Survey included open-ended questions on patients’ experiences with medical mistakes and resultant harm. Qualitative analysis was performed by CAC and research team members on mistake descriptions and types of reported harm. Patient Safety Taxonomy coding was performed on a subset of surveys that contained actual medical errors.

Results: A total of 286 surveys were returned, with 172 respondents (60%) reporting a total of 180 perceived medical mistakes. Quantitative analysis showed that 41% of perceived mistakes (n = 73) involved only unanticipated outcomes. Reported types of harm included emotional, financial, and physical harm. Reports suggest that perceived clinician indifference to unanticipated outcomes may lead to patients’ loss of trust and belief that the unexpected outcome was a result of an error.

Discussion: CBPR methodology is an important strategy to design and implement a community-based survey. Community members reported experiencing medical mistakes, most with harmful outcomes. The response they received by the medical community may have influenced their perception of mistake and harm. (J Am Board Fam Med 2007;20:135–143.)

Over the past 5 years, the government, the medical community and health policy experts have focused their attention on improving patient safety. In February 2005, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) released Advances in Patient Safety: From Research to Implementation, the culmination of findings from 5 years of government-funded research focused on preventing medical errors through the use of successful interventions, advanced technology, and effective policy changes. The goal of reducing harm caused by medical mistakes now drives the implementation of these changes. Yet, fewer studies have focused on the patients’ views on the safety of health care, the definition of medical errors or the risks associated with medical errors.

The use of surveys to elicit patient opinions and perspectives is well described in the literature. Although such surveys have the potential to inform patient safety, most surveys offer patients limited definitions of medical errors or inquire about specific types of medical events. Although many studies demonstrate that patients generally report satisfactory experiences with medical care, they also report significant problems with numerous aspects of care. Moreover, most studies were conducted within hospitals or were confined to patients in urban environments.
The purpose of this study was to use a community-based participatory research (CBPR) approach to develop a community survey and distribution methodology to assess rural community members’ experiences with medical mistakes within a practice-based research network (PBRN). CBPR integrates the knowledge and the expertise of the people under study in each phase of the research, enhancing the research’s value and relevance by grounding it in real-life patient experience. Historically, PBRNs have conducted participatory research with primary care physicians but have not included patients or community members actively in the research process.

Methods
Study Design
We used a mixed methods approach to examine how patients define medical mistakes and classify types of harm resultant from these errors. All data were collected by anonymous surveys. We believed that people in their rural communities would be more forthcoming with their experiences of medical mistakes if they could recount their experiences anonymously on a survey than if we had used more traditional qualitative methods such as focus groups. We designed our surveys to include open-ended questions. Specifically, we asked “Have you or a family member experienced a medical mistake? If yes, please summarize what happened. Do you feel that you or the family member was harmed by this medical mistake? If yes, how were you harmed?” We also collected information about who was involved with the mistake, who had talked to the patient, where the mistake occurred, and the demographics of the patient involved in the mistake.

Use of CBPR for Survey Development
Using a CBPR approach, the HPRN’s research staff and the HPRN’s CAC designed the survey to include appropriate language for community members, an easy to follow layout, and devised the dissemination method. The CAC is a group of 10 community members who live and work in the HPRN’s rural geographical region in northeastern Colorado and includes farmers, ranchers, educators, and retired administrative workers from various social economic strata, ethnicities, and genders. The CAC’s mission is to ground the HPRN’s research in real patient experience. During survey development, the CAC recommended to change the language of “patient safety event” to “medical mistake.” Thus, “medical mistake” will be used throughout this article. The CAC also suggested that we provide a definition of medical mistake. We decided to use a broad definition: “Medical mistakes can be serious (such as a mistake during surgery that may require additional surgery) or not so serious (such as not getting your test results back).” The CAC recommended the distribution method of inserting surveys in 4 rural community newspapers. Their belief was that most people in the rural communities read the local paper. The CAC pilot tested the survey with members of their communities to address any response burden and for overall understandability of the survey questions. Surveys were designed as a trifolded, prepaid, single sheet of paper. The back two thirds of the survey contained the CAC logo and a business reply, postage paid label, and a business reply, postage paid label and so that once folded, only the logo and the mailing label were visible. All completed surveys were mailed directly to the HPRN research offices.

Data Collection
We distributed 11,500 surveys via inserts in 4 local newspapers in 4 rural and frontier communities in northeastern Colorado. One week before the survey distribution, an advertisement was placed in each newspaper to alert the community that the survey would be inserted in the following week’s newspaper. At least 1 CAC member lived in each of the participating communities. Four CAC members were approached within their community by someone who had seen the survey in the newspaper but wanted another copy. This resulted in the distribution of another 25 surveys.

Data Analysis
In the analysis of the qualitative data from the open-ended questions, we used a combined template and editing approach. This facilitates a team approach that interprets the data through themes and issues while acknowledging pre-existing biases and beliefs. Responses were entered into Microsoft Word files, and survey responses were divided into packets of 20 to 30 each and distributed to 10 CAC members and 9 research staff (including physicians, others with doctoral training, and research assistants). Several members of the CAC reviewed more than 1 packet of responses. By the conclusion of the
analysis, each survey was reviewed by at least 1 CAC member and at least 1 research staff member. For consistency, the principal investigator (PI) and 2 members of the research team reviewed all surveys.

In a joint meeting, both researchers and community members were instructed on how to perform the analysis of the data. Initially, both the 9 members of the research staff and the 10 CAC members individually read through their packets of responses, highlighted particular issues and themes, and identified illustrative quotes. All results of this analysis were sent to the PI for compiling. Then, in a combined coding session, the research staff and the CAC members reviewed the findings, grouped similar issues, and expanded on themes until saturation was reached. Any differences in findings were discussed, and the group negotiated consensus. The PI and a member of the research team then reviewed all the surveys again to ensure that the illustrative quotes related to the themes.

All CAC members reviewed and offered input on this manuscript, and several members presented these data at a national primary care research conference. One member of the CAC participated substantially in the manuscript preparation and is a coauthor (MF).

To analyze the data using a quantitative approach, we used the Applied Strategies for Improving Patient Safety Dimensions of Medical Outcomes (ASIPS DMO) taxonomy.21 The ASIPS DMO is a multiaxial taxonomy developed to code medical errors reported by medical personnel in ambulatory practices22 and is available for review.23 The use of this taxonomy results in a broad understanding of the process of errors and allows for easy grouping of processes across or within specific clinical activity and across various types of processes.24 The taxonomy consists of 421 available codes distributed among 10 axes and classifies the setting of each event, the clinical domain (eg, procedures and medications), patient outcome, course and cause(s), discoverer, and roles and contributions of participants involved.21 Using this coding schema, 6 members of the research team read each report and by consensus selected 1 or more codes for each dimension that described the nature of the reported event.25

Our current study was approved by the Colorado Multiple Institutional Review Board.

Results
We received 286 surveys with 60% (n = 172) of the surveys indicating that the respondent or a family member had experienced a medical mistake. Figure 1 depicts the sample and the analysis performed on each subset. Six surveys contained multiple errors yielding a total of 180 perceived mistakes. Table 1 describes the characteristics of these 180 reports. More than half of the surveys involved female patients (59%), 45% were sent in by a family member, and 50% involved patients older than 55 years of age.

Community members were asked to indicate to whom they had talked about the perceived mistake and who was involved by selecting from a list of possible roles. As shown in Table 2, 76% of respondents talked to a family member or friend, 61% reported talking to a doctor or clinician, and 26% talked to a nurse. Seven percent reported that they had not talked to anyone. A doctor or clinician was involved in 80% of the mistakes, a nurse in 39%, and hospital staff in 33%. Perceived mistakes involved the local hospital and the local physician’s office, 44% and 36% of the time, respectively.

Type of Reports
Using the definitions of medical errors from the ASIPS DMO taxonomy,21 we classified reported mistakes into 3 major categories: obvious medical mistakes, possible mistakes (events perceived by the reporter to be a mistake but the report did not contain enough information to conclude that a mistake had occurred), and reports that described problems or unanticipated outcomes but contained evidence that this was not truly a mistake. We found that only 30% of the 180 reported mistakes (n = 54) contained an identifiable medical mistake, 29% (n = 53) contained possible errors, and 41% of reports (n = 73) involved only unanticipated outcomes.

Medical Mistake versus Unanticipated Outcome
We received many types of medical mistakes, including diagnostic delays, missed diagnoses, medication errors, missing information, surgical mistakes and near misses (mistakes that were “caught” before any harm occurred). (Illustrative quotations are presented using the same spelling and punctuation contained in the report.)
Prescription drug... was written for twice as often administration as wanted

[Nurse] was going to administer too much morphine... daughter who is an RN was with me, caught it Postoperative complication... ignored by Doctor leading to life-threatening situation

Many reports did not contain apparent medical mistakes but were descriptions of events with un-anticipated outcomes:

A few days after my husband’s fourth and final chemotherapy treatment, he contracted MRSA. This resulted in five months of hospitalization and three back surgeries. This infection was far more debilitating than the cancer of the bladder. . . .

**Quantitative Findings**

The research staff coded the 54 reports that contained the obvious mistakes using the ASIPS DMO taxonomy. During this coding process, an additional 4 mistakes embedded within the reports were identified by the research team and coded (see Figure 1). Frequencies from the main taxonomy axes are presented in Table 3. Because this coding was applied to only the subset of reports, some of the numbers and percentages differ from the finding of the 180 reports that form the database for the qualitative analysis.
Mistakes occurred across a variety of settings, but were reported more frequently for hospitals (n = 19) and ambulatory offices (n = 12). In almost two thirds of reports, physicians were active participants involved in the mistake (n = 36) and both nonphysician providers and nursing staff were involved in 23 reports. Sixty-two percent (n = 36) involved a clinical event as the type of error (eg, surgery, lab test, diagnosis code), whereas communication errors and medication errors were each described in 23 reports.

Outcome interventions could not be determined in more than one third of all cases (n = 20); 14 described medical mistakes that resulted in repeated procedures (24.1%), 6 in medication modifications (10.3%), and 8 reports (13.8%) did not require an intervention after the medical mistake.

Actual cause of the mistake could not be determined in 60% of reports (n = 35); however, errors in clinical knowledge or skill seemed to be the cause of 7 mistakes, and errors in judgment and provider distraction or inattention each accounted for 6 mistakes.

In 24 cases (41%), respondents did not experience a change in health status due to the mistake. However, 4 reports cited that a permanent impair-
ment occurred and 27 respondents reported discomfort (46.5%). Four deaths were reported.

Qualitative Findings
The qualitative analysis of all 180 reports yielded insight on the types of events that community members understood to be medical mistakes and to the type and severity of harm community members’ believed they experienced as a result of the perceived mistake.

In addition to the obvious medical mistakes and those events with unanticipated outcomes, many reports included other related issues that were perceived to either be a medical mistake or to have resulted in harm.

Violations of Trust
Reports often included comments about lost faith or trust in integrity of medical professionals following the event:

... made me lose confidence in the Dr. and nurse

In several cases, patients discontinued treatment and/or relations with providers and then sought treatment elsewhere.

Although loss of trust was often the outcome of a mistake, several reports contained descriptions of a clinician’s breach of confidentially or trust that led to a person feeling harmed by the incident:

Dr. was visiting [my family member]. [My family member] had a visitor, not immediate family, Doctor proceeded to tell visitor intimate details about [family member]

Unmet or Unmatched Expectations Between Patients and Clinicians
Several reports contained issues where expectations from the patient perspective were not met or were dismissed:

My father requested that be be tested for West Nile Virus. The doctor refused, saying that it was all publicity.

In other cases, the patient seemed to have knowledge or expectations that contradicted the provider’s actions or judgments toward the medical problem:

[I]njury] taking over 2 years to recover. Should have been over in 6 months, not 2 years.

Lack of Satisfactory Communication Between Patient and Medical Professional
Reports also indicated that patients believed the clinicians did not adequately communicate with them about their status or treatment plan, or that clinicians ignored documented histories, other information provided in medical records, or information provided verbally by patients.

Dr.'s nurse told me Dr. didn’t need to see me. She said to just get some Claritin and I'd be OK.

Manner or Deportment of Medical Professionals
Reports noted the lack of personal attention to patients’ needs, and lack of “caring” or unapologetic attitudes by clinicians:

I also was told by the doctor... there was nothing wrong with me and I needed to calm down

Types of Harm Reported
Community members’ reported physical pain including physical impairment, difficulty with movement, and physical discomfort:

He has constant back pain. ... The quality of his life has been severely affected

Also described in the reports was emotional or mental harm including stress and frustration. Emotional harm was either specifically mentioned or implied by using other words or phrases including stress, intense suffering, anguish, and agony:

... caused her great worry and anxiety

In addition, reports described financial harm either directly or implied through descriptions of loss of income, lost time from work, and additional tests and trips to the doctor’s office:

It forever changed their lives and has taken all savings and retirement

Many reports included multiple types of harm. Emotional harm was often combined with either financial or physical harm:

Emotionally and financially due to added tests and trips...

He has a scar that is 4 inches long. I also think there are emotional scars

The severity of reported harm ranged from extreme harm (ie, death or loss of function) to minimal harm:

He no longer has sight in his left eye
She died, that’s about as harmed as you can get Only took longer to get well

Discussion
This study combines CBPR with mixed methods in a PBRN to collect and describe rural community members’ experiences and descriptions of harm
from medical mistakes. The mixed methods including quantitative and qualitative analyses provided a rich description of the medical mistake reports we received. The quantitative analysis using a well-described patient-safety taxonomy was designed to allow for an in-depth report on patient descriptions of medical mistakes and the potential for comparison to reports from physicians and office staff. However, it seems that without more clear direction of what to report, community members may not provide enough standard information to conduct cause analysis or report outcomes. The qualitative analysis of the “stories” we received allowed us to gain a broad understanding of what community members’ understand to be medical mistakes.6,23,26

As in previous studies, community members reported a broad range of issues as medical mistakes including unanticipated outcomes, communication difficulties and violations of trust.6,27–29 At least 41% of the 180 reported mistakes that we received were not judged to be medical mistakes when coded with a taxonomy designed to specifically describe medical errors. Many reports included related issues that seemed to impact the patient-clinician relationship (eg, violations of trust between the patient and the clinician, lack of communication, and perceived uncaring or inattention by clinicians and their medical staff). Such issues can have profound implications for clinical care particularly when there are unanticipated outcomes.

Community members’ ideas about what constitutes a medical mistake seem to be quite different from the medical world as evidenced by our finding that one third of the reports included only an unanticipated outcome and included no evidence of a mistake. Community members may lack the sophisticated medical knowledge necessary to define and describe a medical mistake, particularly related to cause. We have found that it required a significant amount of education and practice from our research team to reliably read error reports and code them consistently. The differences could reflect a communities’ broader view of medical mistakes, requiring the medical community to consider issues previously relegated to the cause of unanticipated results (or bad luck) as important factors in patient safety research. Certainly, patient perceptions around these issues are important in current and ongoing patient safety research.

The content of our findings are not drastically different from what others have reported on harm from medical mistakes. As described previously in the literature, survey respondents in this study described harm from medical mistakes as physical pain, emotional pain, and financial loss.10 However, we found that the reports we received had more depth of emotion than found in standard reporting mechanisms and we found that the emotional and financial impact from perceived medical mistakes was a major outcome reported by our respondents. Our use of anonymous, open-ended questions in this study, may have given patients who wanted to talk about these issues, both permission and a venue.

Although we were not surprised that respondents indicated a lack of trust in their clinician as an outcome of a mistake,9,16 we were intrigued by the reports that described respondents feeling harmed by clinicians who violated their trust, by clinicians who did not respond appropriately to their needs, and by the reports that noted unsatisfactory communication as the medical mistake.30 Patients may be better able to describe a disruption in the patient-physician relationship than they are to define an actual medical mistake.

This study identifies some very practical implications for clinicians. The fact that community members believed that a medical mistake had occurred may be the result of insufficient communication by the provider or health care system. We frequently saw that the perception of how the patient was treated by the medical community after an unexpected outcome affected the perception of the event. Several reports indicated that if a medical professional took action to “right a wrong,” the respondent seemed to be more forgiving. Thus, when peoples’ concerns are not addressed or validated, they may be more likely to perceive an error has occurred.10

Establishing an open and honest communication system around medical mistakes is a difficult process. Although 80% of the reports indicated that a clinician or doctor was involved, only 61% talked to the clinician or doctor. Fostering an environment for patients to talk openly with clinicians about medical mistakes and giving clinicians the opportunity to review each case with the patient or family and offer education on the natural course of disease, complications, and unpreventable adverse events, may alter the patient’s perception of “mis-
Physicians and office staff need to be vigilant in communication in cases of medical mistakes and unanticipated outcomes. An open reporting system for patient concerns or complaints complete with a safe feedback mechanism may be an important component of clinical care in rural communities.

This study demonstrates that participatory research methods are effective in geographically separate rural communities. Working collaboratively with the research team, CAC members shaped the survey language to be understandable by the community. Through an iterative process, we were able to engage the CAC members in the analysis and interpretation of the data. The HPRN CAC offered insight into a distribution method that would reach the greatest number of community residents, and as a result, we were able to obtain 180 descriptions of medical mistakes allowing us to understand the type of mistakes and harm experienced as well as to describe the impact of perceived medical mistakes on the clinician-patient relationship.

In many cases, the reports we received were rich with information and many conveyed strong emotional reactions. For example, one respondent wrote: “The suffering my mother endured was unconscionable.” We believe that community members within the HPRN region felt comfortable entrusting us with their stories. Although open-ended questions in some cases resulted in incomplete data for the taxonomy coding, it seems that anonymous survey distribution via the media was a viable and cost-effective way to collect qualitative medical mistake data from community members.

Our study has several limitations. In one third of the reports, we were not given enough information to determine whether a true mistake had occurred or to adequately understand the nature of the mistake. Thus, we were unable to code these cases using the patient safety taxonomy. Without more description of cause, our ability to inform interventions becomes greatly reduced. However, this survey was not designed to determine cause. Future patient reporting systems may want to ask for specific information describing the cause of the event or collect contact information to allow for follow-up data collection. Second, although using an anonymous survey design distributed in local newspapers gave us rich information on the quality of the error experience of our participants, our distribution method does not allow us to make any comments about the frequency of medical mistakes in these communities.

Conducting CBPR across a large geographical area can be at times logistically challenging. At multiple times during this project (eg, distributing the data, joint coding sessions, discussion of results), it was necessary for us to hold face-to-face meetings (5) between the research group and the CAC and countless phone calls to individual CAC members. Furthermore, the CAC members were not paid for their work on this study and most of the members have full-time jobs. Thus, scheduling multiple people who live and work hundreds of miles apart was at times difficult. However, we believe that the additional effort necessary to conduct this study using a CBPR approach was greatly exceeded by the CAC’s contributions. The CAC members validated previous research and helped to ground this project and our findings in real patient experience. The CAC is currently discussing methods for disseminating these findings back into the community in an honest, respectful, and helpful manner.

We acknowledge the following members of the HPRN CAC for their contributions to the methodology, analysis, and interpretation of findings: Shirley Cowart, Michael Hernandez, Connie Haynes, Garry Haynes, Ned Norman, Mary Rodriguez, Cameron Walsh, Kathy Winkelman, and Steve Winkelman.
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